Impurities have profound influence on the electronic, optical, magnetic, and mechanical properties of materials. Understanding the distribution, dynamics, bonding, and local properties of impurities can, therefore, provide valuable insights into the atomic-scale origins of materials performance. Aberrationcorrected scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) at low voltage can now provide real-space imaging and spectroscopy analysis at the atomic scale with single-atom sensitivity. This opens new opportunities for quantitative study of individual impurities in 2D materials. Such studies, especially when combined with first-principles calculations, serve as an important step to correlate the local atomic structure at impurities with local properties, and help to create new functionalities in 2D materials by controllable doping. Figure 1 shows that quantitative STEM annular dark field (ADF) image analysis allows us to identify the chemical nature of the dopant and map out their distribution in MoS 2 with single atom sensitivity. Such analysis combines computer-assisted atom finding, intensity measurement and site-specific histogram analysis, and statistical analysis for dopant behavior. In bilayer structures, where the preferred stacking generates distinct non-overlapping sites, the dopant distribution can be mapped out one atomiclayer at a time, providing a feasible way to quantify the local composition and measure the local band gap at the 10 nm scale, as the bandgap is directly related to the local composition [1] . When combined with sequential imaging, such quantitative image analysis can further help to reveal defect dynamics at the single-atom level [2] .
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Combining the imaging and spectroscopy capabilities of STEM, the changes in local optical response and electronic structure can be directly measured at the single impurity level. As shown in Figure 2 , the fine structure in electron energy loss spectra (EELS) provides the sensitivity to determine the nature of the chemical bonding of single atoms. We show that three-dimensional and planar bonding configurations for individual Si atoms in graphene can be directly discriminated [3] . Furthermore, we show that the presence of a single Si atom in the graphene lattice can induce local variation to the lowenergy electronic excitations that can be mapped out using valence EELS imaging with atomic resolution [4, 5] . Recent results on transition-metal doped MoS 2 will also be presented [6] . 
